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Preface
This hand-book is your guide to Community Engagement via Mural Creation. It is based upon our findings and
conclusions of the 2019 & 2020 Murals for Communities project.
Funded by Creative Europe, our collaborative project brought cities Waterford (Ireland), Kaunas (Lithuania)
and Heerlen (the Netherlands) together, connecting to a relevant organisation in each city to create, test
and formalise a methodology and research into community engagement and mural art.

Kaunas
(Lithuania)

Waterford
(Ireland)

Heerlen
(Netherlands)

This Handbook is prepared as an output of the Creative Europe Programme (call EACEA 32/2017) Murals for
Communities project.
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Introduction
Public Medicine against Alienation
With technology & society developing faster and
faster, everyone seems to experience at least some
measure of overwhelm. This alienation and growing
social disconnect seems to be especially prevalent
in the economically and culturally disadvantaged
groups of our societies. This has prompted
policymakers to look at ways in which they might
feel re-empowered, and part of the conversation.
Seeing both individuals and households retreat
from society is highly problematic. This detachment
increases chances of isolation or worse: the creation
of dispossessed or alienated groups who haven’t
had any real opportunities to engage with society
in the first place, making them feel lost, unheard and
abandoned.

The Importance of Identity & Play
With this loss of identity and community, rates of
disengagement increase. For if one doesn’t feel
connected or empowered in their surroundings,
there is no reason to work with others to preserve
or even improve upon them. It is important to want
to reinitiate a sense of engagement and provide a
way to re-establish or reactivate communities. But
it is a delicate process. One that first involves a lot
of listening and honest conversation, as opposed
to leading from the top down. The Urban Arts are a
prime example for how this might be accomplished
in an open and playful way.

Mural art
Art has been out of the public conversation for
quite a while, perceived to only be available to the
elite. But mural art has been spreading fast into
public spaces across the globe, getting praise for
reconnecting and inspiring people wherever it goes.
As a free spirit born of counterculture, it is able to
approach and reconnect with groups in an authentic
and playful way, helping to re-establish existing
identities and stories, while also serving as an
opportunity to forge a new narrative together. People
feel valued and empowered through various parts
of the process, seeing a visual and tangible effect
emanating from them to their direct environment.
And this is not just through the artwork, but also very
much through the process of involvement, design,
support and pride for their neighbourhood. Out

of anonymity comes a renewed and emboldened
identity.
Theorist Marshall McLuhan stated in ‘68:
‘The absolute indispensability of the artist is that
he alone in the encounter with the present can
give pattern recognition; he alone has the sensory
awareness to tell us what our world is really made of’
McLuhan alludes to the unique perspective and
adaptable nature of the artist, functioning as a voice
of the subconscious, able to recognise and give voice
to the changes we perceive in our everyday world.
Facilitated in the right way, this might just prove
to be a very constructive answer to a complicated
matter.
The usage of cultural-expressions to the benefit of
local societies offers a fresh way of connecting,
able to share and express their slumbering identity
without pushing. Later, the execution-process
provides an even stronger mutual experience of
effort towards a shared goal, reinforcing identity,
empowering people, reconnecting them, adding selfefficacy and self-worth

Artists Adapt
Creativity is perhaps the essential skill needed
to adapt and pivot in such difficult and new
environments, to find new ways of speaking and
listening to each other’s thoughts and opinions.
If you need to engage with the community in your
place, this handbook sets out a tested methodology
for using mural arts to capture issues, challenges,
feelings, ideas, and thoughts about the targeted
communities, offering them ways to re-engage
through visual art.

Finding new ways of
communicating with
communities
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Consideration of
Policy
Short vs Long-term Perspectives
Whether you are reading this document as an artist looking to improve the place of street art in their area,
or a policymaker or public official looking to mural art as a good initiative to reinvigorate the connection
between population and environment: it is very important to think about the reasons you are reading this
document.
We are saying this, because any activation of street art or mural art, should be integrated. That is to say: it
should take account of its surroundings, of the existing ways in which the artform might already be present
(albeit illegally), and also in which ways the artform might be either inhibited or facilitated by current (law
making) practices.
Furthermore it is also important to consider on whether you are coming at this from a short or long term
perspective. We would very much advocate the latter, seeing mural art from a broader perspective and as
an important, integrated part of any society in the 21st century.

Partnership &
Objectives
Murals for Communities
Murals for Communities set out to explore, capture and formalise the potential of Community Engagement
through Mural Creation. It was created and tested by three cities who have successfully re-established
their identities by embracing mural art Waterford (Ireland), Kaunas (Lithuania) & Heerlen (Netherlands)
collaborated on this project, each represented by a local organisation with knowledge and experience on
different aspects of considering, researching and applying this topic.

Objectives
Based on their similarities and local contexts, the partnership has defined a main objective to create a
scope in which to research, as well as 3 sub-objectives to specify important parts of this process:

Main Objective
To build community engagement in cities/districts that experience social disconnection through the
creation of mural artworks that are able to bind communities, via capitalising on and developing the artistic
know-how of mural artists by cooperating transnationally.

Sub-Objectives
1) To capture the binding processes between murals and communities, in order to better understand,
improve and formalise interaction between communities, mural artists and related professionals;
2) T
 o strengthen the capacity of mural arts as an upcoming art form;
3)To underline the European and socio-cultural position of mural art as an artistic expression form
having high-potentials to increase community engagement through cultural participation;

Building community
engagement
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Murals speak to everyone

Start a conversation
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Programme
Structure
Program Packages
The project set out to reach its goals by setting up
and executing a Programme Package consisting of
3 interlinked Murals for Communities Programmes.
These were set to develop these different aspects.
Development and evaluation of each of these programmes was placed with the city best equipped to
do so:
Waterford	
Lead
partner
&
development
of
Community-based
Artist-inResidency Programme.
Heerlen		Partner, development of Innovative
Capacity Building for the mural arts
Pro-gramme & inclusion of an interactive Google Maps-based web
interface to showcase project.
Kaunas		
Partner
&
development
of
the
Community
Engagement
Programme.

Partnership
Structure of the Murals for Communities Team:
• Waterford City & County Council (WCCC) and
associated partner The Walls Project (TWP), in
Waterford, Ireland. WCCC was the Lead Partner
of the project.
• The Street art Foundation (SAF) in Heerlen, the
Netherlands
•
The Kaunas University of Technology, Faculty
of Social Sciences, Arts and Humanities (KTU)
and associated partner Innovative Creative
Projects (ICP) in Kaunas, Lithuania.
The partnership bases their cooperation on the
following similarities:
•
All partners and associated partners are
actors in/of cities that have a past of being a
‘city in decline’, facing issues related to social
disconnection of local communities.
•
All partners are actors in/of cities that are
going through a process of urban, social and
economic transformation.
•
All
partners
and
associated
partners
acknowledge the value of mural art as a tool
to increase social cohesion through cultural
participation.
•
All partner cities are considerable breeding-

grounds for bottom-up mural art movements.
• All partners and associated partners agree on
the need to strengthen the position of mural art
as an upcoming Art Form, especially in light of
its high-potentials to connect with communities.
For further details on the profile of each city see
www.muralsforcommunities.eu
7.1. Quantitative outputs
• 18 mural art works, 6 per PP (3 works created
per Action Phase per PP), of which 3 Mural
works (1 per PP) will be thematically linked to
a theme relevant for the PP cities and the EU
discourse.
• 6 TMAGs (3 in Action Phase 1, 3 in Action Phase
2), consisting of 3 mural artists (1 mural artist
per PP), summing up to a total of 18 mural artists
taking part in the TMAGs, guided by 3 LMMAs
(Local Mentoring mural artists). Participation
of a further 12 local mural artists (2 per PP per
Action Phase).
• 18 Community Engagement Workshops (3 per
PP per Action Phase).
•18 Community Events (3 per PP per Action
Phase).
• 18 Workshops for Business Involvement (3 per
PP per Action Phase).
•
1 Hand-Book for Community Engagement
through Mural Creation to capture and
document learnings of the project for
dissemination purposes.
• 3 Action Plans (1 per PP) for the continuation
of Community Engagement through Mural
Creation at PP level.
•
1 Project website containing Mural works
created by the TMAGs (i.e. videos, pictures),
as well as background information on the
Community Engagement processes.
• 3 Transnational Knowledge Exchange Meetings
to ensure joint experience sharing and
knowledge transfer across partners.
• 1 Closing Conference to showcase the HandBook for Community Engagement through Mural
Creation and stimulate wider dissemination of
the project’s results.
• 3 participations at EU/Programme level events
(by the Lead Partner)
7.2. Qualitative results
• Increased understanding of methods to engage
with communities through mural arts.
•
Increased understanding on a practical and
arts-based solution for a relevant and very

timely issue the EU as a whole is struggling
with, namely how to effectively fight social
exclusion and increase understanding among
(diverse) community groups.
•
The creation of a Programme Package (i.e.
the 3 Murals for Communities Programmes)
for community engagement methods through
mural arts, transferable to other EU cities,
being the ‘brand’ of the project.

•
Increased engagement of communities
towards each other, other communities and
the mural arts art form in the 3 PP cities.
•
Increased work possibilities for the mural
artists taking part in the Community Based
artist-in-Residency programme.
•
Increased visibility for the transnational
co-creation of mural works through the
interlinkage with existing Mural Festivals.
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Programme
Execution
Murals for Communities
Murals for Communities explored, captured and formalised the potential of Community Engagement through
Mural Creation in three European cities: Waterford (Ireland), Kaunas (Lithuania), Heerlen (The Netherlands).
The project reaches its goals by defining, setting up and executing a Programme Package consisting of 3
interlinked Murals for Communities Programmes.

Time Constraint
An early call was made to adjust the time limit of the actual festival in each city, each year. Initially this was
done to make sure the wages provided would match the involvement of quality artists. But whilst discussing,
the team also realised this pressure cooker approach would provide a more specific and measurable way of
executing in each city that could be reviewed and sharpened after each iteration, all the while respecting
the time involvement of the artists.

Program Packages
Within the Murals for Communities Festival, the team:
1) Set up and executed the developed mural artist in Residency programme in the Project Partners’ cities
of Waterford, Heerlen and Kaunas, with participation of selected artists linked to their Mural Festival
seasons of 2019 and 2020.
2) Created mural artworks, setting up and afterwards specifying the most desirable process of interaction
between the mural artists participating in the residency programme and the local communities
involved, keeping in mind the overall desired outcome of this process.
3) Stimulated the self efficacy and opportunities of participating artists by exploring their interaction
possibilities between local businesses, organisations and private wall owners, also formalising
approaches artists might take to develop and expand this incredibly essential but feared part of their
practice.
4) Created a custom web design and portal to report their outcomes and provide a way of engaging
with this process, incorporating the Street art Cities app for each city to maximise attractiveness.
Each of these trajectories incorporated different modes of qualitative and quantitative monitoring, as well
as intermediate review stages to incorporate new experiences and findings in the existing model
Community groups and local businesses were engaged via their respective workshop activities in each
country, with the specific approach in these workshops (explained in the ‘Design and Implementation’
section of this document) providing some essential insights on participative interactions.
The initiative not only added to the social and cultural rejuvenation of city areas in Waterford, Heerlen
and Kaunas, but it proved to be an invaluable professional opportunity for the artists involved, temporarily increasing their transnational mobility across Europe, meeting likeminded cultural professionals in a
challenging setting. The importance of these interactions cannot be stressed enough when considering
mural art from a social perspective.

Global
Health Crisis
Adaptation to Global Health Crisis
Experiencing the early onset of the 2020 Global
Health crisis, the team decided to immediately
respond by creating a contingency plan, outlining
ways in which the project could swiftly be adjusted
to avoid total disruption. With international travel
being central to the selected Travelling mural artist Groups, the project had to adapt and pivot when
governments started implementing selective travelban’s. Several possible scenarios preventing delay
were presented, one of which was decided upon.

Thanks to the flexibility of the team, the artists and
the guidance from Creative Europe, the project was
delivered on schedule as planned, resulting in this
handbook. The minor changes made to execute
during the health crisis actually provided some interesting models and outcomes, forcing the team
and artists to accept these challenges as part of the
assignment, thus providing us with both numerous
affirmations of our previous findings, as well as some
extreme contrasts.

Whilst we are finishing this document, new global
lockdowns are initiated, putting further social strain
on societies across the globe.
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Getting everyone involved

Sharing ideas
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Concepts &
Definitions
To understand and contextualise the models,
processes and outcomes of this project, we need
to provide definitions of the concepts that will be
referred to throughout.

What is mural art		
It is important to address that our definition of mural
art is fundamentally different from the one originally
opted in the Creative Europe manual:
‘This art form does not have a goal to produce
works that are meaningful by themselves. They
rather focus on altering physical environments
in which they are created, and by doing so,
produce an effect within the minds of people and
communities that are part of these environments
through social messages they depict’.
In reality, mural artists – like other autonomous
artforms – do indeed produce meaning by
themselves. It is specifically this meaning that
acts as a filter through which local input might be
syphoned in order to create a quality artwork. But it
would be a mistake to state that mural art is entirely
dependable upon its surroundings for the creation of
meaning.
Murals have existed over 35.000 years, dating back
the Lascaux caves in Southern France. The earliest
findings of graffiti are writings found on the walls
of Pompeii. And one of the most plausible theories
on them suggests it is mankind’s way of claiming
disorganised space, making it cultured by actually
inserting meaning.

Street art, mural art & graffiti?
Graffiti as we know it, originated from the antiauthoritarian attitudes that came about in the
United States during the 70’s. In great economic
and political turmoil, cities were spiralling out of
control due to systemic poverty, homelessness,
ongoing racism, white flight, violence, and neglected
built environments, all of which led to further
fragmentation of the social fabric. In an effort to
control their deteriorating environments and express
themselves, urban youth turned to writing on walls.
Parallel to the growth of this movement street art also
originated, focussing on providing a counternarrative
to the increased commercialisation of culture and
counterculture in our increasingly globalised world.
Artists decided to take their art to the streets,
directly to the people.

This all becomes important when reading a number
of the rules and guidelines that make up this
methodology. For in a sense, we are formalising the
implicit workings and rules of an authentic subculture,
while treading lightly to prevent assimilating this
movement into policy-based decision-making,
rendering it ineffective. An example of which would
be the following:

‘The law of street art’ & Habitat?
Some years ago, a number of cities ‘plagued by
Graffiti’ decided to weaponise ‘beautiful’ street art,
relying on the fact that artists very much respect
each other’s work and are not inclined to vandalise
an existing work by ‘crossing’ it without reason or
permission. Most of these works are also protected
by an anti-graffiti coating, which can be cleaned by
city authorities.
One can see here why this manual is so important:
nuance and context is crucial if we want to respect
the subculture and not force it into an institutional
mould. We would therefore want to advice
policymakers never to refer to it as a ‘tool’, and to
inform themselves very well before attempting to
organise. Sometimes, facilitation of the existing
‘urban’ or street art scene, might be just as important.

Mural artists
This brings us to artists and their subtypes. Roughly
speaking we have two subtypes of artists creating
street art and mural art today:
1.) Artists that actually come ‘from the streets’;
starting out in Graffiti but developing
themselves to the point where they are now
creating visual art (figurative, conceptual or
abstract).
2.) Artists and Illustrators that originate from the
studios; once confronted by peers from street
art, they bring their works to a much larger
canvas.
Many of the ‘big names’ out there today, are often a
blend of these two. But is an important distinction, for
the skillset of both types of artists is fundamentally
different.
The artists we are looking for, are professionals and
emerging talents identified within the area. Murals
for Communities defined professional artists as the
national representatives identified to attend the

Artists in Residency program in all partner cities
(Transnational mural artists Group - TMAG ). Among
the professionals, we identified the Local Mentor
mural artist (LMMA), as an experienced individual in
facilitating workshops and mentoring programmes.
The Local Artists (LA) are identified among the
emerging artists.
LMMA: Is the lead local mentor artist. This artist
acts as the bridge between the mural artist and the
community groups. The responsibility of the mentor
artist is to ensure that all members of the TMAG
group are given ample opportunities to understand
and interpret the culture of each community group
participating in this programme. The LMMA manages
the facilitation and ensures the extraction of good
qualitative and quantitative data from each group
which is then interpreted correctly by each artist.
The LMMA candidate should be an experienced
mural artist and workshop facilitator. The LMMA is
recruited for both years of the initiative and is the
same artist for 2019 and 2020.
TMAG: Each partner city must select one mural artist.
The mural artist should represent a reasonably high
calibre of artistic standard and should be capable of
both collaboration and self-directed work. Given the
format of Murals for Communities it is advised that
a highly organised and efficient artist is chosen and
that they can work within a workshop programme
setting. The mural artist chosen will paint a workshop
in Waterford, Heerlen and Kaunas.
LOCAL ARTISTS: Each partner city must select two
local artists. It is preferable that they have some
experience painting mural art and in facilitation
of workshops. These artists participate in this
programme with a view to increasing their arts
experience and gaining professional skills. It also
acts as a foundation for them to create a network
going forward. They will assist the LMMA and mural
artists in the workshop programme and painting
each of the 3 murals.
The artist is the most important actor in this program.
As an autonomous actor, having no allegiance, he is
the best suited to be engaging with a community
that is often wary of institutional power.

What constitutes a Community?
Community is defined within Murals for Communities
as a group of people living in the same or one
particular area/ place, considered a unit or having
a particular characteristic in common because of
their common interests. For example: belonging to
social group or shared nationality.
a) The people with common interests living in a
particular area;
b) Group of people with a common characteristic
or interest living together within society;
c) Group of persons with common and especially
professional interests scattered in society;
d) 
Group of persons with common history or
common social, economic, and political interests;

e) G
 roup linked by a common policy;
f) An interacting population of various kinds of
individuals in a common location
Communities, as we may expect, do not necessarily
identify themselves as such. Some are rather explicit
while others remain largely invisible to the public
eye, or are so implicit that we don’t even know we
are a part of them ourselves. A number of initiatory
processes are constantly revolving in our lives, all
part of the community building scenario, where
many variables, including time, space and energy
play a vitally important role.

Community Leader
It is important to mention here that there are specific
individuals within your intended area, who can
provide you with access to most of the others you
are trying to reach. They are trusted by their peers
within the group to speak to outsiders and advocate
their needs and wants. When starting a project it is
very much recommended to find out which person
(or persons) are the community leaders in that place,
for such a person can offer much help and context,
but can also make sure it fails.

What do we mean by Community
Engagement?
In the context of the Murals for Communities project,
community is defined as residents and creatives
and businesses within an area. Economically and/or
culturally disadvantaged community groups are the
target group for Murals for Communities; however
this methodology can be used for any group.
Engagement is a co-creation process where, through
a participatory approach, communication among all
the players involved in the activities plays a central
role - artists, community groups and local businesses.
During the activities of the workshop, the Mentor
artist mediates between the various players, giving
the background of the artists involved, presenting
the community groups and the overall environment
and cultural context. The groups are then engaged
through a series of questions pre-established to get
to know the participants to elicit ideas to be used
by the artists in the mural realisation. By doing so, a
sense of belonging to the local identity is increased,
the groups’ needs are represented on the city walls
leading to an improved sense of well-being of all the
participants.

What is a Funder?
Murals for Communities primarily defined funders as
decision makers of local, regional, national, EU level
cultural and civil organisations, e.g. local authorities,
regional funder, voluntary body, social enterprise,
university. This target group is mostly in need of methods
to address issues related to social disconnection and
seek to expand the usage of cultural expression forms
to the benefit of local societies.
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Businesses and wall owners are secondary funders as
they may wish to use murals as a way of supporting
local community or to make their area / work more
visible, or indeed may wish to work with a primary
funder as part of a corporate responsibility policy.

What is a Curator/Project Manager?
Within the Murals for Communities project, the
function of Program-Manager was probably
closest to the function of a curator. Whilst always
operating in the background, their importance in
approaching the right people, connecting with the
best opportunities, gathering enough context and
information and providing a generalised sensibility
for the project and its application is key.
Depending on the policy from the city/location you
are operating, it can be beneficial to opt for someone
with actual experience in curating institutionalised
artforms. But quite often, someone from the area will
also work very well, as long as they can create and
maintain an open attitude and a sense of reciprocal
trust.

Design &
Implementation
Model for mural art

• Implement as detailed in the artists programme
o Implement innovative capacity building
(SAF)

The Murals for Communities initiative has developed
a community mural making model, making available a
platform capable of providing visibility and a voice for
any marginalised groups through a collaborative and
community formulated approach to mural art. The
initiative has proven once more that these projects
can bring wellbeing, foster a sense of place, build
local strength, nurture connections, and strengthen
community leadership within the participants groups.
Involved in the project are community groups, mural
artists and local businesses and wall owners.

Specific Skills & Manuals:
Artists & Team

Step-based Approach

1. How to assemble your team of artists

Below is our schematic and step-based approach,
setting up 4 stages to follow & evaluate. Generally,
every process like this should be able to provide
who/why/how and when at any stage.

We recommend the identification of a team of 6
artists; 3 TMAG (Transnational mural artists Group) –
1 per each partner city - 1 LMMA (Local Mentor mural
artist) and 2 LA (Local Artists) who are identified and
confirmed eight months before the event.

1. Setting Goals & Objectives
•W
 ho are we organising this for?
•W
 hy do we choose street art/murals?
•W
 hat is our area’s history with it?
•W
 hat policy does this support?
•W
 hat are the short and long term goals?
•
How can we also facilitate the movement in
which artists develop?
2. Pre-Production
•W
 ho is best way in? (community leader)
• Why would & wouldn’t they be interested?
• What wall is fitting for this community?
• How do we get permission to use this wall?
3. Workshops & Designs
• Create a profile of the environment/people.
• What program model seems best suitable for
this community workshop?
• How do we get them to come to the workshops?
• Plan the feedback process
• Measurement: Process for collecting statistics,
impact of the workshop and the mural on participants.
•B
 rief the facilitation artist in the process
•B
 rief the support artists
4. Execution
• Who are your artists?
•
Select the walls and manage the logistics of
preparing the wall
• Workshop facilitation & our proposed workshop
methodology

5. Evaluation
Consider how best to evaluate your project, asking community, artists and funders about their reaction to both the process and the final art work
as well as impact on the area and on the participants.

The artists are briefed on their roles and duties –
described below - within the initiative as well as on
the terms and conditions of their employment in the
project. It is important to strike the right balance
between autonomy and social importance.
A basic contract form is important as exact briefing
and negotiation of insurance-aspects is essential. A
basic option is available on the project website.
2. The Brief
The TMAG are the travelling mural artists and
executors of the mural artworks in each city
involved – in Murals for Communities: Waterford,
Kaunas, Heerlen. Their role consists in engaging with
the community groups involved in the workshop
programme to transform their ideas into artworks.
The LMMA is the artist who facilitates the workshops,
mediating between the community groups, the artists,
and the management team. He/She is responsible for
managing the TMAG and LA, overseeing the 10 days
initiative. His/her professionalism includes mentoring
the LA and supporting the TMAG team.
The LA are identified between the local community,
and their role in the pandemic free scenario is to
document the 10 days initiative’s activities and
support and assist the LMMA. Their role also includes
interacting with local businesses. They will present
their portfolio of work to 6 locally based businesses
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and the management team will provide professional
support in the compilation of their portfolio and how
to present mural artwork ideas in a professional
capacity to business people. It is recommended to
identify and confirm businesses involved with the
project 9 months in advance.
In a pandemic scenario the LA collaborates with the
TMAG in the co creation of the sketch and he/she
will be the physical executor of the mural artwork in
each city.
5. Wall Selection & Preparation
The walls and wall owners are identified eight months
before the initiative takes place; they are contacted
by phone, email and face to face meetings are held.
Following this is a site visit, where measurements
of the wall are taken into consideration and may
need to be communicated to a lift hire company
and identify the machine required for the execution
phase if it is a large piece.
When approaching the wall owner, care should be
taken to frame the project in such a way where
both parties benefit, and stressing this is ‘not a
commission’. Much worry can be taken away by
having the artist meet the owner (digitally or in
person) or providing extensive previews of the
existing portfolio.
In the meantime, the owners of the walls sign letters
of permission to use their wall. If needed, the walls
will be plastered by professional builders company
and primed by the LA 2 months before the date of
the mural realisation.
Machinery is booked 3 months in advance of the
project commencement. The local authority or
municipality must be contacted well in advance (see
local planning legislation for a guideline) to ensure
that permissions are given.

Specific Skills & Manuals: Workshops
Pre Workshop Preparation - pandemic free scenario.
• Each TMAG artist should have three samples of
their work sent into the management team a
week before the initiative takes place. These will
be printed and laminated and presented to the
workshop groups on arrival.
• Each community group’s leader would have received a list of questions that the participants
would have discussed and answered before the
workshop commences and brought in on the
workshop day.
• The TMAG receives the list of answers and prepare sketches for each answer.
• Presentation wall (roll of white paper with the
keyword/image organised by TMAG artist and
ready for the workshop on the wall).
• Materials organised by the management team:
100 pens, post-its (good quality and good sticking power), large sheets of paper that stick up
on the walls, name tags (100).

• Catering for community groups organised and
ready in the workshop venue - tea/coffee break.
• Sign in sheets and name tags prepared and in
the venue
Pre Workshop Preparation during a pandemic.
• Each TMAG artist should have three samples of
their work sent into the management team by
a week before the initiative takes place. These
will be laid out in a PowerPoint presentation file,
to be showcased and presented by the LMMA
during the workshop happening via Video conference.
• Each community group’s leader would have received a list of questions that the participants
would have discussed and answered before the
workshop commences and brought in on the
workshop day.
• The TMAG receives the list of answers and prepare sketches for each answer.
• Presentation of illustrative tables with sketches samples to be shown to the participants as
a teaser for the sketches presentation that will
happen after the workshop.
Workshop breakdown - pandemic free scenario:
• Sign in sheet to be filled out by each participant
and their name tag collected and put on. (Remember data protection legislation at all times)
• The LMMA introduces the Creative Europe project and TMAG artists and an outline of what
is to be produced from the workshop with the
community groups.
• The community group is divided into pairs/small
groups.
• Questions presented (questionnaire pre-prepared),
and answers sketched by TMAG then collated
and presented on to the community board wall
by LMMA.
• Tea break.
•
Interpretation and discussion of the information elicited and group discussion explanation
by LMMA about the next step (sketch development).
•
Questions and answers from the community
group to the artist group.
• LA documents every step of the workshop by
taking photos.
•
When the workshop is over, TMAG meet with
each group leader.
Three days after the workshops, the TMAG present
the sketches to the community group representative.
Workshop breakdown – during a pandemic:
• Management team set up the virtual meetings
on one of the several available platforms i.e.
Zoom meetings and send out the links to all the
players involved artists, community groups and
businesses.
• The LMMA introduces the Creative Europe project and TMAG artists and an outline of what
is to be produced from the workshop with the
community groups.

• Questions presented (questionnaire pre-prepared),
and answers sketched by TMAG then collated
and presented on to the community by LMMA.

• Interpretation and discussion of the information
elicited and group discussion explanation by
LMMA about the next step (sketch development).
•
Questions and answers from the community
group to the artist group.
Three days after the workshops, the TMAG present
the sketches to the community group representative
via virtual meeting.

Design Approval?
A brief word on design-approval: this process is
different every time and also depends on the general
acceptance (or lack thereof) of mural art in general,
as well as the way in which designs are presented.
The Heerlen team for example did confer on the
design proposals with the groups, but never had
to ask for any formal approval because they were
already quite involved with the process upfront.
But this is more difficult when engaging a general
audience that does not present existing goodwill.
Having a clear story and concept is important, as
well as always presenting more than one take. The
preferred take should be ready to go, whereas the
other two might still be sketches. (the illusion of
choice)

Capacity Building for mural artists
MfC is designed to obtain an improvement in skills
and knowledge for the primary actors of the initiative
- Transnational mural artists, Mentor Artists, Local
Artists, Community Groups. This provides individuals
with temporary employment opportunities to
perform at a higher capacity by having their skills
enriched through their participation in the initiatives.
The TMAG have the opportunity to travel across
Europe and experience different cultures by engaging
with several community groups in each city. This
enriches their cultural background and informs their
art practice directly. In essence, every mural created
for Murals For Communities is a direct result of the
artist interaction with the locals in each city.
The LMMA has the great advantage to oversee the
full length of the initiative in their country and play a
vital role in the implementation of the whole ten days
activities. He/She is the cultural mediator between
the TMAG, LA, and Community groups.
The LA have the opportunity to enrich their skills by
assisting and being involved in the project, measuring
themselves with international artists, learning from
them and the LMMA in how to mediate between

different actors. Still, most importantly, they have the
opportunity to enrich their skills in terms of how to
present their work, build a portfolio and develop their
artistic practice and gain invaluable professional
skills when dealing with the business community.

Do’s and Don’ts
To implement mural art projects based on the MfC
model, it is important to know some key dos and
don’ts related to the process, to strengthen the
know-how and be able to secure positive outcomes.
That being said, this process is very malleable, and
these considerations become even more important
when trying to navigate a situation that has already
come up:
1. Select the Artists carefully, and match them to the
community:
• Curatorial choices are extremely important.
• The two most important aspects :
1.) Style: broadly distributed between figuration
and abstraction, the first is the most easily
digested. The second however, allows for a
more ‘open’ interpretation of meaning. Both
are suitable for different audiences.
2.) Social Skills: the most important part, is the
way in which an artist behaves and is able to
connect to you and other people. Even during
the first talks, it will become clear whether
someone is concerned with themselves, or
looking for a mutual beneficial outcome.
2. Identify community groups, walls and wall owner
well in advance and explain clearly the aim of the
initiative. Maintain a regular communication with
them to maintain an high level of engagement prior
to the implementation of the project.
3. Be prepared for unexpected last minute changes
and have a contingency plan in place for available
walls to be painted – if you are planning to paint 3
murals in your city, have a list of at least 3 backup
walls – so identify and secure 6 walls in total. It might
happen that a wall owner does not accept the final
design created by an artist and therefore does not
authorise the start of the painting activities on his/
her wall. Also be aware of the weather, this is crucial!
•
Don’t give community groups the impression
that curation is their responsibility. The artists
develop designs from ideas elicited throughout
the workshop activities but the mural artwork
is not a commission piece and the community
group is not the client.
• Don’t leave the planning and curation until the
last month before the start of the festivals.
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TMAG
The Transnational mural artists
Group are the travelling mural
artists and executors of the
mural artworks in each city
involved in the initiative

LMMA

LA

The Local Mentor mural artist is the
artist who facilitates the workshops,
mediating between the community
groups, the artists, and
the management team.

The Local Artists are identified
between the local community,
and their role is to document,
support and assist the LMMA
and TMAG

Think in ink
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Evaluate &
Report
As with any publically funded project, and projects
with legacy, it is important to evaluate the project
overall and each element where possible. It is also
important to report to the wider community on why
and how this project took place to build support for
similar work to be carried out again. Clever use of
social media, local press and other dissemination
routes are great ways to build support to continue
with this work.
MfC recommends the following steps are considered:
a.Gather feedback from the community on
completion of the mural
b.Gather feedback from the artist about the
process
c.Request a report by the facilitation artists
d.Evaluation by the funder on the projects
e.Publicise your mural art; promotion /
dissemination
Organise an event to bring the community, funders
and artist together to “launch” or “open” the mural.
At this event use questionnaires to gather feedback
from the groups involved in the project.These can be
written or verbal / video recordings.
The global pandemic meant that communication
between TMAGs and community groups was carried
out via an online platform. While this was a practical
solution to overcome the barriers to travel, online
communication was clearly found to not have the
same beneficial effect as direct communication,
community to artist, human to human. This is
reflected in the feedback each city has synopsised
below:

Waterford Feedback
a.
In Waterford feedback was 96% positive,
they felt represented by the completed
mural and felt like they were playing a
meaningful role within the community.
Critical aspects related to the re-maining 4%:
In 2020, one mural sketch was not accepted
by the wall owner, but the second was not accepted by the community group. At this stage,
the management team took the view that the
mural artwork realised through the Murals for
Communities initiative is not a commissioned
art piece, paid for by the wall owner or the
community group and, the management team
authorised the artist to go ahead and paint a

final sketch on a new wall.
b. 
Evaluation of the the artists involved in the
initiative should ask the artist what skills they
gained from working collaboratively as well
as feedback about the process. In Waterford
responses were 100% positive. In 2019 they really
enjoyed their Residency in the city of Waterford,
and found the process very interesting. In 2020,
due the pandemic the workshops were held
remotely and the international TMAG could not
travel to Ireland, but all of the artists outlined
the smoothness of the online engagement
process and enjoyed collaborating with the
Irish LA in the sketch development phase. The
2 LA as a result of the local businesses consultations also got commissioned 2 artworks,
which proves that the model it is efficient and
it is a great tool to provide employment opportunities for artists.
c. 
The LMMA who facilitates the workshop
activities with community groups should be
asked as part of their brief to report on the
overall projects and the outcomes and impacts
of each project . In Waterford over the two
years initiative in Ireland the LMMA gave a 100%
positive feedback. Observations: Interactions
between artists and community groups are
easier in a physical context. Although the
online tool of virtual meetings proved itself
to be very useful to deliver the project during
the pan-demic, face to face communication
proved to be better than virtual spaces for
communication and human interactions.
Kaunas Feedback
a. 
Feedback from the Communities: In 2019
there were 3 communities involved in the
residency programme.
Communities really
enjoyed their involvement in the MfC project
in the city of Kaunas, and found the process
of engagements as well as work with the
visiting and local artists very interesting.
In 2020 the feedback received from the
Kaunas communities was positive. Community
members took active participation in the
decision making as well mural implementation
process. The implemented murals created
a sense of pride and being exceptional. Due
to the pandemic, the workshops were held
remotely, as the international TMAG could
not travel to Lithuania. Communication issues
arose between the TMAG and the groups, and
the community groups rejected 2 murals which

were presented by the international artists. The
Kaunas management team took the approach
that the main aim of MfC is to bring community
together with the help of medium - the mural,
where the community itself is the main player.
Having the theoretical assumptions from the
“Community Engagement Methodology” and
the aims of the project in mind, the decision
was made to allow local artists to generate
new sketches, have them presented and
approved by the communities and have the
work implemented.
The responses from
the communities was 100 percent positive.
The positive feedback received from the
communities and the artists prove that the
approach taken was right in the given context.
b. 
Feedback from LMMA (mentor artist);The
activities implemented during the 2019 and
2020 were quite challenging yet beneficial
in all aspects: it was interesting to work not
only as an artist, but also to try new skills;
mentoring the entire process, starting from
community group selection and finishing with
the murals introduced to them. In Lithuania,
the project proved a core idea, that the
community engagement is the key issue and
the mural is the media which serves as a tool
for engagement. Depending on the community
selected to work with, all the actors and
processes involved serve to strengthen the
connections between them and make them
connected to the place where the mural is
implemented. Since the mural becomes part
of the local identity, the experiences gained in
the project proved that some adjustments and
negotiations may be necessary from the artist
vision. The facilitation of the workshops in
2020 was affected by the COVID-19 pandemic,
nevertheless the compromises were applied
and the final positive results have been
achieved. General observation from Kaunas
is that interactions between communities
and artists were negatively affected by the
absence of live contact.

b.
Interestingly, we found that the inclusion,
acceptance or adoption of a mural by its
neighborhood is rarely based on aesthetics.
Offering a listening ear, making it about the other
people, validating their emotions and stories,
asking open-ended questions and creating
enough trust to have a real conversation, are
the foundations of the project.
c. Our artists rated both 2019 and 2020 positively.
Our LMMA, involved in both editions noted:
‘some artists are better suited than others’ in
engaging with community groups to create
artworks. Aside their portfolio, a personal
talk is therefore essential to be able to select
properly.
d. 
Aside the positive ratings, we found that
small/local businesses are only of incidental
value to artists developing their career. It is
much more interesting and rewarding to learn
how to localise and communicate with larger
businesses and policymakers. They provide
more artistic freedom, larger surfaces and are
longtime returning customers (locations).
e. 
The situation around Covid-19, and our
adjustments to the overall method through
our ‘Contingency plan’ are well documented.
The situation would test the boundaries of our
approach. Though we did make it work, we
do have to conclude that screens and zoomsessions are no substitute for actually travelling
to a location and having an open conversation
with people.

Heerlen Feedback
a. Murals for Communities’participants in Heerlen
rated 2019’s pieces as either positive (82%) or
neutral (18%), with no negatives. 2020’s edition
was visibly influenced by the lack of personal
connection/rapport due to the pandemic, with
numbers going to 74% and 16%.
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Benefits of implementing
street art in your city
There are several ways in which our cities can benefit
from the implementation of street art on our walls.
The creation of mural artworks have the capacity to
brighten up depressing areas bringing to life derelict
buildings with art and colours, creating and adding
cultural value and enhancing the well-being of our
citisens and the public realm.
Creative approaches to working with communities
who don’t feel connected or empowered in their
surroundings, who may be facing loss of identity or
lack of visibility can be very successful. The language
of art and play are inviting and accessible compared
to that of policy and urban development.
Artists and creators arguably took the greatest hit

in so many ways during 2020. mural arts is one way
of showcasing excellence in visual arts, providing
opportunities for artists and turning places and
spaces into accessible art galleries for all.
Waterford, Heerlen and Kaunas invite you to travel,
physically or virtually, to see and experience our
murals and cities.
www.waterfordcouncil.ie
www.waterfordwalls.ie
https://heerlen.streetartcities.com
www.ktu.lt
https://shmmf.ktu.edu/
http://www.inoprojektai.lt/

Engaging curiosity
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Conclusion
Murals for Communities has had a great impact on
the geographical areas where the project is implemented. It has an impact on every player involved,
artists, community groups, businesses, and wall
owners. It represents a networking opportunity for
the artists, the communities and the businesses.
Citisens feel represented within the greater
community by seeing their ideas on the city’s walls.
The project had certainly an impact on the sociocultural growth of the involved cities, more than ever
in 2020. In a context of absence of physical human
connection, the importance of mural art increased
enormously around the globe. Using the cityscape
as a backdrop for art and culture, an expression
of community in a time where people could not
congregate in galleries or for cultural events. People
were confined to their homes and sometimes the
only art they will see is out their windows.

This project took the opportunity of the pandemic to
innovate, to trial new ways of interactions and to look
at transnational mobility in new ways. The pandemic
gave us the time to be creative and look at new ways
of consulting and engaging with community groups
through digital technologies.
The project also provided each partner with
challenges; building skills and abilities in working
with communities takes time. Some difficulties
can arise when communicating clearly that the
autonomy of the artists vision is necessary – he/she
won’t often deliver what a community, funder or wall
owner expects, and it is vital that his expectation
is managed. Artists are often solitary workers;
they also need to develop skills in working with
groups. Community groups can have many ways of
communicating and each has to be catered for and
respected.
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Appendices:
APPENDIX 1; SYNOPSIS OF METHODOLOGIES.
FULL METHODOLOGIES ARE AVAILABLE AT
www.muralsforcommunities.eu
1.The Methodology for Community Engagement was
created and coordinated by Kaunas Techno-logical
University. It sets up standards for the collection of
qualitative sociological indicators such as feelings
and opinions related to the Murals as well as
interaction models for the Community Engagement
workshops. It also describes methods to document,
collect and evaluate such qualitative data and
results. It aims to ensure that all community engagement and Mural co-creation processes are
documented through e.g. videos (that can be easily
made using smartphones) and logs. Moreover,
the methodology sets standards to collect and
interpret quantitative data as well (e.g. community
repre-sentation numbers).
2.
The Methodology for Capacity Building in the
mural arts created and coordinated by SAF,
sets strategies to effectively create interaction
processes between businesses (e.g. community
shops) and mural artists, focussing on factors of
mutual benefit with the goal of 1) developing ways
by which businesses are better able to distinguish and market themselves using Murals, and
2) improving the work possibilities of mural artists, e.g. through private commissions. It focuses
on methods to target types of businesses and
stakeholders, as well as how to attract them. The
methodology sets standards on for ways to collect information and data (e.g. interviews, videos).
3. Artist in Residency Guide. Community Based
Artist-in-Residency guide. This guide assists with
the artists element of the project and involves
the exchange of mural artists. The programme
sets up the Artist-in-Residency pro-gramme
linked to the Mural Festival seasons at all PP
cities. It assists with the transnational exchange
of mural artists, discusses the creation of Murals
through coproduction (between mural artists and
communities) and guides mentoring activities by
local mural artists and transnational artistic peer
learning..

APPENDIX 2
Mural artworks
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Artist: Magdalena Karol (Ireland)
Artist: Magdalena Karol (Ireland). The first edition of Murals for Communities took place in Waterford (Ireland), in
August 2019. Artists Morfai (Lithuania), Yasja Ligtelijn (Netherlands) and Magdalena Karol (Ireland), together with the
local communities, held inspirational workshops where the groundwork for the realisation of the murals was started.

Artist: Studio Yasja (Netherlands)
Artist: Morfai (Lithuania)
In 2019 the Artists spent 10 days in residence in Waterford City and created one mural each. The artworks
are the direct results of a series of workshop activities held with the Polish, the Sudanese and the Syrian
communities in Waterford City. The team of three Artists, together with three local Artists, implemented the
guidelines and methods that were developed by the management teams of the initiative from Waterford,
Heerlen and Kaunas, also providing valuable feedback for future improvements.
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Artists: Burpk (Netherlands) and Decoy (Ireland)
Murals for communities it is an amazing opportunity for the public
to receive a mural based on who they are as a greater community.
It brings positivity to the walls of the city.
Niall O’ Lochlainn, Irish Local Mentor Artist, 2019 - 2020

Murals for communities has been a highlight of being in business.
We have found it Innovative, forward-thinking, professional, creative, motivating, collaborative, interesting. Great people, great initiative, great talent. Top class all round.
Seamus Doyle, business representative, 2020
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Artist: Aches (Ireland)

Artist: Martynas Auž (Lithuania) and Magdalena Karol (Ireland)
Being involved in such a huge event in Waterford City helps us feel
like we are playing a meaningful role in the community. It inspires
and motivates us to open more doors within the community.
James O’Hallaran, community representative, 2020
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Artist: Magdalena Karol (Ireland)

In 2019 the first edition of Murals for Communities brought to the city of Kaunas the addition of three original
mural artworks created by the selected Travelling mural artists Group (TMAG): Magdalena Karol (Ireland),
Morfai (Lithuania), Wesley van Haughten Dasetwo (Netherlands).
In 2019 the Artists spent 10 days in residence in Kaunas City and created one mural each. The artworks are
the direct results of a series of workshop activities held with the Community of Šančiai district, Kaunas Žaliakalnis, Kalniečiai communities in Kaunas City.

The team of three Artists, together with three local Artists, implemented the guidelines and methods that
were developed by the management teams of the initiative from Waterford, Heerlen and Kaunas, also providing valuable feedback for future improvements.
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Murals for Communities was an opportunity to gain new experiences,
thus allowing me to look at the creative development process from
a different angle.
Martynas Auž, Lithuanian Transnational Mural artist 2020

Artist: Wesley van Haughten Dasetwo (Netherlands)
Artist: Morfai (Lithuania)
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Artist: Leva Olimpija Voroneckytė (Lithuania)
The final edition of the Lithuanian Murals for Communities is held in Kaunas. Home of ‘Innovative Creative Projects’ and
Kaunas University of Technology from July 20th to July 30th.
Transnational mural artists Martynas Auž (Lithuania), Aches (Ireland), BURPK (Netherlands), together with the local
mentor Artist Vytenis Jakas, and local Artists Ieva Olimpija Voroneckytė (Lithuania) and Ramūnas (Lithuania), held
brainstorming arts workshops with three local community groups based in Kaunas.

Artist: Ramūnas (Lithuania)
Community groups involved:
• Panemunė
• Dainava
• Yard Gallery Communities
Participating communities represent the neglected spaces where lived the working class people of the
factories closed after the declaration of the Independence of Lithuania from the Soviet Union.
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Artist: Martynas Auž (Lithuania)
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Artist: Morfai (Lithuania).
The first edition of Murals for Communities is held in
Heerlen (the Netherlands). Home of the Stichting
Street art/Street art Foundation.

Murals for Communities proved to be an amazing project getting
like-minded people together. My expectations have been met hundred-fold. I am happy I could be part of this amazing project.
Bart Zdrojowy, community representative, 2019
Bart Zdrojowy, community representative, 2019
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In 2019 the Artists spent 10 days in residence in Heerlen and created one mural each. The artworks are the
direct results of a series of workshop activities held with the Community groups of Vista College Group nr.
H.1MOBRA1, Vista College Group nr. H.1DISO1 and H.1DISO2 in Heerlen. The team of three Artists, together
with three local Artists, implemented the guidelines and methods that were developed by the management
teams of the initiative from Waterford, Heerlen and Kaunas, also providing valuable feedback for future improvements.

Artist: Wesley van Haughten Dasetwo (Netherlands)
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Artist: Burpk (Netherlands)

Artist: Martynas Auž (Lithuania) and Goya Van der Heyden & Caroline Sarneel.
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